
PIKO BA System –
smart, communicative and autonomous
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Using energy smartly. Convincing.
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KOSTAL family –
Success has a history and over  
100 years of experience.

The KOSTAL Group:
the KOSTAL success story

�� As an independent, family-owned company, 
the KOSTAL Group specialises in the 
development of high-quality electronic and 
mechatronic solutions for a wide range of 
automotive and industrial applications.

�� The company was founded in 1912 by 
Leopold Kostal in Lüdenscheid, Germany, 
and today employs about 15,100 people at 
38 locations in 17 countries.

�� The KOSTAL Group has four divisions: 
Automotive Electrical Systems, Connectors, 
SOMA (Test Technology) and Industrial 
Electronics with its international sales 
company KOSTAL Solar Electric.

�� The KOSTAL Group’s partners include the 
world’s leading automobile manufacturers 
and numerous major industrial companies.

Quality-offensive thinking

�� Having been developed in-house at  
KOSTAL, the PIKO inverter meets the  
highest standards.

�� All PIKO inverters are produced in line with 
state-of-the-art technological standards.

�� All production processes are aligned to  
the "zero-defects philosophy" of an 
automobile supplier.

�� The PIKO inverter undergoes a strict quality 
management process, including a final  
check lasting several hours, throughout  
the production process.

KOSTAL Solar Electric:
a partner you can always count on

�� In the Industrial Electronics business division, 
the PIKO inverters are developed and 
produced at the German headquarters. 
KOSTAL Solar Electric handles the distribution 
and sales of the PIKO inverters, as well as 
technical support.

�� International customers also benefit from  
our local service with branch offices in 
France, Italy, Spain, Greece and Turkey.

�� KOSTAL partnerships are oriented towards 
the long term. This has always been and 
continues to be an essential element of our 
company culture.
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Use the energy of the sun, even when it 
isn't shining!

Photovoltaics are a safe, regenerative and 
sustainable source of energy. The solar modules 
on your roof, in connection with the inverter, 
transform sunlight into usable energy. However, 
solar power doesn't flow all the time, but only 
when the sun shines. With the PIKO BA System, 
you harmonise the generation and consumption 
of energy in your house. Our smart complete 
system is designed in such a way that you use 
the power produced during the day directly in 
the house and store the excess solar power for 
use during the night.

Your added value in detail:

�� You reduce the costs for purchasing  
power now and in future through efficient 
energy usage.

�� Give increasing electricity costs the red  
card by fixing your electricity price for the 
next 20 years.

�� Gain independence from your energy 
provider: On average, the systems 
monitored in the PIKO Solar Portal 
demonstrate a degree of autarky up to 76%. 
Some PIKO BA System operators with  
large PV systems even achieve a reduction 
in their electricity bill of up to 98%.

�� Make your contribution to the energy 
transition.

Smart building services –
very comfortable for you

Also cover your everyday power requirements 
at night with solar energy. Your own power, 
produced and stored throughout the day, 
enables you to watch television or cook at  
any time without purchasing extra electricity. 

The PIKO Solar App and the PIKO Solar Portal 
show you the power at your disposal and your 
level of power and self-consumption. In this 
way, you can simply switch on your household 
appliances, such as your washing machine, 
while electricity is being produced. The PIKO BA 
System assists you in developing your home into 
a Smart Home.

Your trump card for ...

PIKO Solar Portal

PIKO Solar App
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Let your household appliances 
communicate with one another

With its variety of communication options, 
the PIKO BA System assists you further 
in developing your Smart Home. With the 
networking technology EEBus*, your household 
appliances can communicate with one another 
and be automatically operated, regardless of the 
manufacturer. Energy is thus used efficiently.

Become independent

With the PIKO BA System, you produce and 
use your own electricity around the clock. 
You thus determine your own electricity price 
for the next 20 years. You gain independence 
from the price fluctuations and increases of the 
electricity rate. In addition, with the PIKO BA 
Backup Unit you are ideally protected from 
power failure.

Your contribution to a cleaner future

Act in accordance with your social responsibility 
and support future generations now. With your 
cleanly produced electricity, you contribute to 
the success of the energy transition and to the 
protection of the environment. Contribute to the 
reduction of:

�� Resource shortages
�� Greenhouse gases
�� Urgency of expanding the power grid

*You can find more information on the EEBus Initiative 
online at www.eebus.org

... energy generation

EEBus Initiative e.V.

Relay Output
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Morning

When the sun comes up in the morning and 
solar power is produced while, say, the coffee 
machine is being consumed simultaneously, the 
energy can be consumed directly. This means 
that you are already independent of your energy 
provider at the start of the day.

The PIKO BA System has many advantages and several modes of operation. It can react flexibly to various 
situations in the household and fluctuating requirements over the course of the day.

Mid-morning

When all occupants have left the house in 
the morning, the energy not required in the 
household is directed to the PIKO storage and 
saved there for the evening hours.

Midday

At midday, when much solar power is produced, 
the excess power, which can neither be used 
nor stored, is fed into the public power grid. 
This means that you also secure the legally 
guaranteed feed-in compensation for this  
solar electricity for the next 20 years.

Solar power ...
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Afternoon

In the afternoon, when a lot of power is 
consumed, the increased need can be covered 
by your own solar electricity from the roof, and 
simultaneously by the stored power from the 
battery, fully automatically, without you having 
to do anything. Smart consumer management 
helps you to ensure a high self-consumption 
proportion.

Night

Only at night, when no solar power can be 
produced and the battery should be empty, 
does electricity need to be acquired from the 
public grid. 

Power failure – no problem

The PIKO BA Backup Unit offers you additional 
security. In the event of a power failure in the  
public grid, your storage system almost instantly  
sets up a complete three-phase supply of your  
home network. Maximum security, independence 
and convenience through smart solutions from 
KOSTAL.

Your PIKO BA System regulates the various statuses completely automatically and without a loss of 
convenience. Complex energy management is very easily made possible for you with the help of the 
PIKO BA Sensor. You have a guaranteed supply of power at all times under the premise of maximum self-
consumption of your solar power.

... around the clock
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Your communication options

The attractive graphic visualisation in our free 
PIKO Solar Portal or with the PIKO Solar App 
ensures not only the gap-free monitoring of  
your system, and thus the protection of your  
investment in the future, but also an understanding  
of the energy-related connections in your home. 

Your independent and flexible usage options

The PIKO BA System was specially developed 
for the requirements of single-family dwellings. 
Here, system performances between 4 and 
11 kWp are optimal. Furthermore the different 
sizes of the storage system increase the 
individual adaptation possibilities. This applies 
to both south-facing and east-west systems. 
With two individually tracked inputs the PIKO 
BA Systems offers a maximum of flexibility und 
optimal energy yields. Additional to the wide 
range for module alignments the storage system 
gives you the free choice regarding the storage 
technology: Proven lead gel or innovative 
lithium? You can freely decide which storage 
system suits your requirements better.

Safety is our priority

The safety concepts of the two battery systems 
are of the highest quality. KOSTAL thereby 
profits from the years of experience gathered  
in the automotive industry in the field of safety-
focused sensor technology.

Use the additional funding from the KfW 
programme for renewable energies "Storage" 
for both variants of the PIKO BA System. In this 
way, your investment in a PV system will pay off 
even more quickly.
In addition, KOSTAL fulfils the stringent  
return and recycling regulations.

PIKO BA System –  
smart, communicative and autonomous

Use or store energy in the house or feed it into 
the grid – the PIKO BA System regulates all that. 

Your smart energy organisation

Taking economic and technical aspects into 
account, the integrated energy management 
system regulates how the generated power 
can be used economically. At the same time, 
the future-oriented PIKO BA can also be used 
without a battery. A smart solution if you don't 
wish to upgrade the storage until a later date.

Advantages
of PIKO BA System
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100% safety according 

to BSW checklist*

Product features – 
 PIKO BA System

PIKO BA

�� Available in 3 performance categories: PIKO 6.0 BA,  
PIKO 8.0 BA and PIKO 10 BA

�� System performances from 4 to 11 kWp 
�� Integrated energy management system
�� Provision of grid services, in particular reactive power,  

active power reduction according to VDE-AR-N 4105
�� Three-phase grid feed-in
�� Future-oriented, as fully equipped for new storage technologies
�� Two independent MPP trackers
�� Integrated communication- and monitoring package
�� Relay control for self-sonsumption, EEBus-compatible
�� Dynamic active power control with PIKO BA Sensor
�� Provision of various communication interfaces

PIKO Battery Li

�� fortelion**, is one of the most powerful batteries available  
in the market

�� Total capacity of 3.6 to 9.6 kWh 
�� Cell chemistry: lithium-iron-phosphate 
�� Modular system with 3 to 8 modules
�� High cycle strength (6,000 cycles at 80 % remaining capacity)
�� Rated voltage: 153 to 410  V
�� Compact construction
�� Exterior dimensions: 1,145 mm x 550 mm x 575 mm (H x W x D)
�� Communication interface with PIKO BA
�� Integrated battery management system
�� Calculation of the battery status
�� Triple protection against overload

PIKO Battery Pb

�� Hoppecke – the storage brand installed most frequently***
�� Total capacity of 11.6 kWh
�� Stationary, maintenance-free, sealed lead-gel battery
�� Modular structure for easy installation
�� High cycle strength (2,500 cycles at 50 % DoD)
�� Rated voltage: 228 V
�� Dimensions: 1,584 mm x 900 mm x 388 mm (H x W x D)
�� Communication interface with PIKO BA
�� Integrated battery management system
�� Monitoring and intelligence directly in the storage system
�� Calculation of the battery status

* Together with four other trade associations (BVES, ZVEH, DGS, StoREgio) 
the German Solar Association published a checklist regarding the safety 
of lithium storage systems. The PIKO Battery Li fulfills the checklist with 
100% – at KOSTAL, safety is our priority.

** fortelion is a trademark of SONY Corporation
*** According to EndkundenMonitor 4.0, EuPD Research, September 2014
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Service concept

As with all PIKO string inverters, KOSTAL Solar Electric also offers 
its proven five-year replacement warranty for the PIKO BA. Should 
a warranty claim be made within this period, you will receive a 
replacement unit delivered and commissioned by your specialist 
company, no questions asked. The specialist company will also 
arrange to take away the old PIKO inverter. For more information 
about our service concept and warranty conditions, please visit our 
website*.

KOSTAL will be pleased to assist you with any service questions. 
KOSTAL is also happy to assist you with specific questions and 
matters relating to batteries with our smart connections to our 
partners, the Hoppecke Batterien company and SONY.
If you have any service enquiries, please contact us and we will take 
over the organisation together with our partner.

You can reach our Service Hotline on:  
Telephone +49 761 47744-222 (Mon – Fri from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.)  
or by e-mail at service-solar@kostal.com.
Additional you can get in contact with the service department via the 
homepage service.kostal-solar-electric.com.

*www.kostal-solar-electric.com

PIKO BA Backup Unit

�� Secure supply during a power failure
�� VDE-tested replacement power function
�� Automatic switching over within a few seconds
�� Three-phase power supply
�� Suitable for consumers up to 2,500 W with PIKO Battery Pb
�� Suitable for consumers from 2,900 to 4,700 W with PIKO Battery Li 

(depending on the number of battery modules)
�� Up to 10 hours of operation in the night (with consumption  

of 500 W and fully-charged battery)
�� Dimensions: 680 mm x 366 mm x 173 mm (H x W x D)

PIKO BA Sensor

�� Registration of building consumption with current measurement
�� Easy installation due to assembly on top-hat rail according 

to EN 60715
�� Connected power: 12 kW
�� Accuracy class 1
�� Dimensions: 90 mm x 105 mm x 54 mm (H x W x D)
�� Maximum cable diameter: 13.5 mm

Product features - 
 and service concept



KOSTAL Solar Electric GmbH
Hanferstr. 6
79108 Freiburg i. Br.
Germany
Telefon: +49 761 47744 - 100
Fax: +49 761 47744 - 111
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